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Figure 1: Retrieval results for cars and faces based on a few example images.

The Problem: There has been an explosion of content on the Web. In the very near future, images, video and virtual
reality will be available on demand much as text is now. Somehow an interested user must be able to find the images
or video of interest. For example a user may wish to scan a travel documentary for images of distinct locations and
objects, like “Buddhist temples”, “Gothic cathedrals”, or “statues on horseback”.

Motivation: The proliferation of digital images has created a need for methods to index image databases for queries
based on visual similarity. The types of images vary significantly from an image of an African gray parrot to an outdoor
festival scene containing crowds of people. This, along with the large number of images, makes manual indexing not
only inadequate but impractical. There is a need for anautomaticindexing method that provides discrimination of
many possible visual classes.

Previous Work: Most early image database approaches used a very small set of “simple” features: for example
pixel histograms of color, vertical and/or horizontal edges. Initial approaches focused exclusively on color measures
because they are pose insensitive [5]. Unfortunately these measures are also very non-selective–many images have
blue pixels and vertical edges. A query with such simple features must stake out a very complex and irregular region
in the feature space. Finding such a region is a complex process that requires much more data than the few examples
selected by the user. As a result, instead of the system learning the query, users are required to fine-tune weights for
the features based on their prior knowledge and intuition. Simple features often do not adequately separate the many
possible visual classes (e.g. cars may be colored red, black, etc.).

Approach: Our approach for image database retrieval depends on two related proposals: (1) that images are best
represented using a very large and selective set of features; and (2) that learning a query (image class) should quickly
focus on just a few of these features.

Our system differs from others because it not only detects simple first order features, such as oriented edges and color,
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but also measures how these first order features are related to one another. Thus by finding patterns between image
regions with particular local properties, more complex – and therefore more discriminating – features can be extracted.

The process starts out by first extracting a feature map for each type of simple feature (there are 25 simple linear
features including “oriented edges”, “center surround,” and “bar” filters). Each feature map is rectified and down-
sampled by two. The 25 feature maps are then used as input to another round of feature extraction (yielding 625 = 25
x 25 feature maps). The process is repeated again to yield 15,625 feature maps. Finally each feature map is summed
to yield a single feature value. To further increase the selectivity of the set of features we extract a subset of features
consisting of those features with the largest kurtosis across a sample of images.

It might seem that the introduction of tens of thousands of features could only make the query learning process
infeasible. However two recent results in machine learning argue that this is not necessarily a terrible mistake: “support
vector machines” and “boosting” [6, 7]. Both approaches have been shown to generalize well in high dimensional
spaces because they maximize the margin between positive and negative examples. Boosting is more appropriate for
our problem because it can be used to greedily select a small number of discriminating features from a large number
of potential features.

We use the AdaBoost[7] learning algorithm to combine a collection of weak classifiers (expected only to correctly
classify slightly more than half of the examples) to form a stronger classifier. In order for the weak learner to be
boosted, it is called upon to solve a sequence of learning problems. In each subsequent problem, examples are re-
weighted in order to emphasize those which were previously incorrectly classified. The final strong classifier is a
weighted combination of weak classifiers. The weak learner used in the image query domain selects the single complex
feature along which the positive examples are most distinct from the negative examples.

Difficulty: Retrievaldiffers from the more typical task ofclassificationin that the number of potential image classes is
extremely large and that the target class remains unknown until query time. Thus traditional machine learning methods
for classification are difficult to apply since they often require a small number of classes and a large set of labeled data
{xi, yi} (wherexi is an input image andyi is the class label). In addition, the image database system must be able to
both learn the query and retrieve similar images quickly for online user interaction.

Impact: It has been observed that the structure of natural images may be based on a sparse code [8]. Our approach
for image database retrieval is based on representing images with a very large set of highly-selective, complex features
and interactively learning queries with a simple large margin classifier. The selectivity of the features allow effective
queries to be formulated using just a small set of features and supports a “sparse” causal structure for images.

Future Work: We have shown that our system is capable of learning classes such as car and faces with very few
examples (see Figure 1). We plan to apply our techniques to build other specialized detectors for particular classes.
Another goal is analyze which features are most discriminative. In addition we are exploring other boosting algorithms
and experimenting with methods to use other large margin classifiers such as support vector machines.
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